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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpose of t he Stud.:z. 
The purpose of this study is to determine the contribu-
tion of the Alcoholics Anonymous group at Boston state Hospital 
toward the post- discharge adjustment of alcoholic patients . 
The study will attempt to answer the following general 
questions: 
1. How effective is the hospital Alcoholics Anonymous 
, group in bringing about contact of its discharged members with 
A. A. groups outside the hospital? 
2 . Is the rehabilitation of alcoholic patient-members 
enhanced by the hospital A. A. groupt 
Scope of the Stugy . 
Ten male patients were selected for follow- up study on 
the basis of the following criteria: 
1. Each was diagnosed by staff doctors as suffering 
, from some form of alcoholism. 
2 . Each had attended the hospital Alcoholics Anonymous 
group at least twice during his stay. 
3. Each had been returned to the communi ty from nine 
to twelve months prior to being investigated. The period of 
time covered b y this investigation ranged from February of 
1953 to February of 1954. 
1 
Sources of Data. 
Data for this study l1'ere obtaine<l from case records 
of patients, ward records, and interviews with patients . 
Method of Procedure. 
In order to gain a personal impression of Alcoholics 
Anonymous the writer ttended several meetings at the hospita1 
and in the community • and took the opportv.ni ty to speak with 
group leaders. 
Arter obtaining the names of alcoholic patients from 
\'lard lists, the writer consulted their case folders to select 
those who came within the scope of this st.u.dy, the criteria 
for which are given above . Background material on each 
patient was dratin from his case record, and each patient was 
i nterviewed by the writer for the follow-up study. The data 
sought included relevant past history, the meaning to the 
patient of his contacts with the hospital, especially with 
regard to his drinking problem. 
As a means of answering the general question , the 
' follow-up procedure included the use of the scheduled 
questions to be found in the append1x . 1 
l See Appendix I, p . 67 . 
2 
Value cf t he Stud.y. 
The extent and seriousness of alcoholism will be 
dis cussed in Chepter II . In general . it is of considerable 
intereet to s ocial l'JOrkers to know what Alcoholics Anonymous 
has to offer as a treatment resource end what it hao actually 
a ccompli hed. In pal"ticular, social \~orkers who are concerned 
with the l .. ehabilitation of alcoholic mental patients look to 
Alcoholics Anonymous groups suoh as that at Boston St ate 
Hospital as perhaps thB only or a t least the most promising 
resource in oases which r~Rpond poorly to other methods. 
1th great er knowledge of the community adjustment of patients 
who have attended this group• social workers and psychiatrists 
\'rill b e able to make more effeot1 ve referrals. 
Limitations of the Stugz. 
The s ize of the ample used in this study is l a rge 
enough to include the m jor clinical types of alcoholism 
yet small enough to allow an individue~ized presente.tion of 
each case . However, a more reliable and valid quantitative 
study could have been made by comparing the progres~ of 
alcoholic patients who have attended the hospital A. A. group 
with those who have not . This would limit the amount of 
error involved in subjective decisions as to whether parti • 
cular improvements in a patient's situation resulted f rom 
or simply came a fter his experience with the hospital A· A. 
group . 
v11thout intending to minimize the various other sources 
of help offered by hospitals and communities, this study is 
mainly concern d ldth A. A. as a. factor i n the rehabilitation 
of alcoholic patients. 
4 
CHAPTER II 
ALCOHOLISM : CHARACTERISTICS AND TREATFENT 
Definitions. 
What is alcoholism? · To the general public the term 
refers to a wide variety of drinking habits starting somewhere 
beyond oecaaional or moderate social drinking and extending to 
the extremes of heavy drinking. The term calls forth certain 
mental pictures: the •skid row" derelict for whom there 1 no 
help; the week• end spree drinker depicted in books and plays ; 
the brutal, irresponsible husband; the drunken play-boy whose 
only waking hours are spent in night-clubs. The aoaompa:nying 
emotional reactions are consistent with the lack of real under-
standing revealed in these stereotypes. Depending upon pre-
judices and assumptions of the observer, these dr1nker.s evoke 
anger, disgust , fear, humor, and even admiration. Popular 
' media of communication not infrequently present the alcoholic 
as a cherished Amer1oan institution, e1 ther as a comic or a 
tragic hero. The melodramas or an earlier e:roa., l'lhi le 
presenting the tragic results of alcoholism, often by their 
'• 
i 
:I 
strained sent1mel'lt detracted from real1stia appreciation of 
the problem. 
To those who tor professional reasons have been 
concerned w1th the investigation and solution of pr oblems 
5 
associated with drinking, alcoholism has deeper and more 
specific meanings. The effort of psychiatrists, psychologists, 
sociologists and others have not yet produced final solutions 
1 or theoretical unity, but reflect a shared conception of the 
; problem as expressed by the Subcommittee on Alcoholism of the 
iorld Health Organization Expert Co mittee on ent al Health: 
Alcoholics a re t hose exces sive drinkers whose 
de en ence upon alcohol has attained such degree 
that it shows a noticeable mental disturbance, or a 
i nterference with their bodily or m.ental health, 
their interpersonal relations and their smooth 
social and economic functioningJ or who s hm the 
prodromal s igns of such developments.l 
The above definition indicates that alcoholism is not 
synonymous with mere inebriety, but embraces a broad but dis-
tinctive array of symptoms, physi cal, emotional, and social. 
A more inclusive def1nit1on would cover many drinkers who 
occasionally get drunk, or even get into trouble, but who are 
, not considered problem drinker • As Dr. Sidney Vogel states, 
'I alcoholism refers to a eed f or alcohol rooted 1n a. defi ciency 
in t he dr1nker. 2 The trength of this need and the compulsive 
nature of its operation in the individual is vividly described 
by Selden Bacon: 
hat is an aleohol1o? Alcoholics may be 
distinguished from other drinkers r1mar1ly by the 
purpose for which they drink. Some people drink to 
1 Expert Committee on Mental Health. Report on the 
First Session of .the Alcoholism Subcommittee, "p. 42. 
2 Sidney Vogel, An Interpretation of ed1cal and Psz~ 
chietric Approaches in the Treatment of looholism, p . 621. 
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fulfill a religious ritual, others in order to be 
polite, still others · for a good time , or to make 
friends, to experiment, show off, get warm or cool, 
quench thirst, or because they like a particular 
alcoholic beverage as a condiment, or because they 
want to go on a spree . None f these is the pur-
pose of the alcoholic, although he might claim any 
or all to satisfy some questioner. The alcoholic 
drinks because he has to if he is to go on living. 
He drinks compulsively; that is , a power great r 
than rational planning brings him to drinking and 
to excessive drinking . r1ost alcoholics hate liquor , 
hate thems lves for succumbing , but they can•t stop . 
Their drinking is as compulsive as the tealing by 
s kleptomaniac or the continual hand-washing of a 
person with a neurosis about oleanl.1nes • It i 
usef 1 to think of their drinking behavior as a 
symptom of some inner maladjustment which they do 
not u:i.lderstand and cannot control . The drinking 
may be the outward, obvious aQcompaniment of this 
more basic and hidden faetor.J 
Etiological Considerations. 
The intrinsic factor which the author Just quoted 
refers to ba been sought for by many investigators . One 
approach has been in the field of genetics, where scientists 
have asked whether there is any truth in the popular belief 
that alcoholism 'runs in the family. 11 I f heredity tiere indeed 
the dete~mining f actor; then. rehabilitative measures would 
seem fut,.le. The present status of the heredity hypothesis 
has been studied by E. M. Jell1nek, Consultant on Alcohol! m 
of t he World Health organization. He found that most research 
1 111.to t he heredity ot alcoholics has f a iled to separate biolo-
gical f rom social factors, with the result that where heredity 
3 Selden Bacon, "Alcoholism: .ature of the Problem," 
Federal Probation, 11:1, 1947. Reprinted with unnumbered 
pages. 
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seems to have been a decisive factor, actually the alcoholic 
pattern t:as acquired as a l earned response . Furthermore , 
t hos oases showing a heredity t aint tere susceptible in a 
general ay t o maladjustive possibilities; including psycho-
P t ology, cri e, and drug e.dd1etion. Only about 3.5 per cent 
of ~lcohol1os show this i ndi r ect heredit ary liability; and 
these are significantly associated td th mental deviations . 4 
In o e s tudy i n which an effort was made t o d1st1 ish 
between genetic and environmental factors, it ·was shown t hat 
children of alcoholic parents tr1hen raised in foster homes d.id 
not differ significantly from c hildren l1vi:ng with non- aleolxil.1o 
parents in their rate of alcoholism as adults .S The . importance · 
f suo studies is evident cons i dering t he i mplications of 
heredi tary or constitutional t heories f or alcohol education. 
The alcoholic t'llho fs regarded as having been "born that way" 
i not likely to receiYe dequate treat ment under t ax- supported 
programs . 
Other attempts to explain alcoholism have produced 
physiological hn>otheses . Such f actors as endocrine gland 
.. disease and dietary de£"1e1encies have been proposed, but as 
yet without sufficient evidence or clear i nterpretat1on . 6 
4 E . • Jell1nek, "Heredity of the Alooholio , " Alcohol , 
Soi.enoe and Societl• 194.5 • p . 109 • 
.5 Anne Roe, nchildren of Alcoholic arents Raised in 
Foster Homes , Alcohol, Science and doeietl, 1945, p . 125. 
6 Vogel , OR · cit ., P• 621 . 
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Ko doubt psychological approaches embrace the greatest 
numbex- of observations, &ssumptions, and speculations. In the 
broadest sense these include any attempt to observe and inter-
pret humo.n behavior, whether by philosophers, theologians, 
scie .~.t ists , or the an in the street. ltlith varying degrees of' 
prec1s1on5 every man is a p ychologist in this sense. '.Che 
accrued experience of mankind 1s replete \'11th descriptions of 
the causes and effects of alcoholic excess. These are evident 
in folk- lore, superstition, r atio a.l observation , and authori -
tative pronouncements as communicated in speech and in writing. 
Weakness of the will, demonic possession, perversity, sensua..,. 
lity, fatalism, inborn craving, and insanity have been indicted 
as causes of problem drinking (or of drinking in general) . 
Modern psychological theories, whether developed within 
th disciplines of professional psychology, psychiatry, or 
sociology, for t he most part consider alcoholism to be a 
symptom of a basic personality disorder . ? ~he alcoholic, 
instead of following social custom in his use of alcohol , 
deviates from accepted usage in his reasons for and mmu~er of 
drinking . 
Noyes points to anxiety as basic to the alcohol1c's need 
for alcohol. Although anxiety is a common human experience, it 
takes many forms and oan be handl.ed in many ways • The 
7 Ibid., P • 622. 
9 
li 
a.lcohol1c is less able to cope with and tolerate psychic 
stress, and seeks relief and escape. Alcohol is not the only 
outlet, "ut it is one of the most avail able and potent ones, 
an once it effects are experienced, habitual use is easily 
developed. a 
he temptation is to think of alcoholism as applying to 
a oi ngle , unique type of personality . s one studies the 
personal histories of alcoholics, listens to their testimonial 
narrations at Alcoholics Anonymous meetings, and reads the 
literature of alcoholism, there indeed s ems to be much to say 
for the existence ot a unitary alcoholic personality . However, 
certain recautionar y questions arise . irst , does the 
existence of common traits or constellations of trait~ among 
alcoholics mean that non- alcoholics do not manifest such 
characteristics? Second , are t he psychological traits ascribed 
t alcoholics the causes or t he effects of ~~coholism? These 
questions can be useful in studying tho role of personality in 
the d velopment of a1cohol1sm. 
St:rauss desoribes alcoholic pers nality factors in 
terms of early exper iences pr ior to actual drinking and at the 
ame time suggests some specifio emotional needs which oharao~ 
terize full - bl wn alcoholism. 
Considerations of the etiol ogy of alcoholism 
must include factors of personality development and 
8 Alfred foyes , Jlodern Clinical Psychiatrz, p . 172 . 
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of environment . Although a physiological basis for 
alcoholism has not as yet been deter 1ned1 the possi -
ble existence of such f actor should be considered 
a limitil'lg if n t a primary caltse . Early envi r on-
enta l experiences and t eir rol e in the development 
of the pr e - alcoholic per sonality are considered of 
major etiolo ·ical import~1oe . The alcoholic 1 
charaot rized by the survival of early emotional 
r espo ses to situat ions of stre , particularly tho e 
1nvol ving extreme pleasure or extreme pain. Alcohol 
for t he ddiotive dri er represents t he most valued 
means of gratifying keenly felt b sic needs for 
.chieving pleasure or avoiding p in.... Stress on 
t he etiological importance of early environmental 
experi en ces and thei r role in the development of 
the !)re- looholic per son lity seem"' justtfie by 
t he fact t h··t addiction to alcohol often appears 
in perso- who h ve experienced relatively untroubl ed 
adult live but whose problems are associated with 
neurotic tendencies tracing back to childhood . 'J 
Strauss also emphasizes t hat aleoholiea represent a 
number of personality types and that aside from some unique 
traits they differ from non·e~eohol1os only in degree . 
Landis, As ociate Professor of Abnorm 1 Psychology at 
Columbia University, has reviewed and evaluated s veral studies 
made of alcoholic personal i ty. He states wit hout qualifi cation 
t hat 
' ••• all of the studies which have been ade thus 
f r lead to tlle conclusion that there is no llllitary 
·roup1 ~ of personalit y traits or tt i tudes which 
truly churact rize any· considerable number of 
individual s addicted t o t he use of alcohol . 10 
Although t he above conclusion was current as of 1945, it was 
reaffirmed by Jell1nek in 1952 .11 
9 obel~ Strauss' II Alcoholism ' II social work Year Book, 
19.51 , P• 421 . 
10 c. Landis , 11 Theories of the. Alcoholic Personality , • 
Alcohol, Science and Society, 194.5 , p . 130. . 
11 E ~ I<! ._ J;ellinek. Ph!§es of Alcohol .:AAA1-ot1on 1 P-·- 68.3 . _ 
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Iittm compared non- psychotic chr nic a lcoholics ll1th 
non- alcoholics by means of objective- type ersonality tests . 
Aside front mi l d differences in traits such a mood tability, 
contra. of i mpulses, and open- mindedness , in the direction ot 
maladjustment, th only distingui hing traits cl ime for the 
chronic alcoholic were ease o social acceptance , lhck of 
self-consci sness, u:ufa.vorabl ear ly c hildhood , an . poor 
sexual adjust ent . l2 Hith reference to t he preliminary 
questions pO!$ed by t he tlriter above (p . 10) , ~ ittman ' s 
characterization seems applicable to aladjusted perso , in 
general r ather than to alcoholics exclusively. 1 more inten-
sive investigation carried out by t he Yale esearch Counc i l on 
Problems oz Alcohol led to t he conclusion that : 
In gene:ral, then, t he evaluation of these 
tnree contrasted groups (alcoholics, :r cover d 
alcoholics, and non~alcoholics) indicated only 
t at ·the intemperate use of a lcohol affected t hose 
life and social adjustments ~h1ch depend upon 
sobr iety. Personality differenees did not seem 
to be related to any of the bacl!ground factors 
-h1ch have been thought to be of determining 
:nature . l J 
Up to this point ·the writer has r eviewed a number of approaches 
to the subject of alcoholic persone~ity qith t he ma1n conclusl.cn 
that alcoholism is not the inevitable result of any exclusive 
trai t or set of traits, but is one of a number of possible 
12 Landis , op. cit ., p . 132 . 
13 Ibi d . , P • 133· 
----- --
-
1~ 
avenues by which emotionally deficient or disturbed individuals 
seek solution of their problems. Social opportunity and 
i itation play a role in deciding what device the disturbed 
i ndividual t-till adopt • 
Alcoholic Personalitz. 
Having explored the possibi lity of emotional factors 
belonging exclusively to alcoholics but not due to alcohol 
per se, the concept of personality types arising through the 
use of alcohol can be studied. 
At the stage where alcoholic consumption ceases to be 
an aux1lliary feature of social life and becomes disruptive 
there can be seen behavior patterns representing a functional 
interaction between the dynamics or the individual and the 
psycholog1oa.l. effects of alcohol. The most conspicuous pro-
ducts of this combination are loosely synthesized in the 
popular mind into the stereotypes already mentioned . The 
tendency among professional workers 1s to classit;y types of 
drinkers according not only to outward behavior but , more 
importantly , to the covert emotional factors expressed through 
abnormal drinking . 
Bacon distinguishes two major personality types of 
drinkers: primarY and secondary;. For both types drinking is 
compulsive and progressive, resorted to as a solution to or 
escape from psychic pain. The primary; type has a hi story of 
• warped, immature emotional development with overt signs of 
-= --~ - - -==------
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t his before problem drinking begins . Alcohol provides relief 
' and subjective feelings of adequacy as long as it remains in 
the body. Without alcohol, old f eelings are less endurable 
than before, and guilt and remorse over alcoholic behavior a re 
added. A vicious circle is established, leading to further 
' psychosocial maladjustment .14 
The secondar;r; type appears like the primary type in the 
fully-developed stages of alcoholism. However, he differs in 
his pre-alcoholic personality and in his prognosis. Before 
t he onset of alcoholism he seems to be a well-adjusted, 
' socially integrated person . He tends to be more aggressive 
in ways which indicate a need to work harder than others in 
order to be successful and accepted. At first he uses alcohol 
to ease the tensions of his routine adjustment, then he begins 
to use it as a substitute tor social techniques. This l eads 
to what 1s looked upon as a marked change in personality, 
which is actually a reaction to his realization that he is no 
longer adequate socially and vocationally. He rationalizes. 
isolates himself , reacts in a self-centered way. But because 
of his previous personality skills and experience, he responds 
better to treatment than t he primary type.lS 
Strauss describes three types: uncontrolled drinking 
in an obviously maladjusted person; uncontrolled drinking in a 
14 Bacon; op. ci~., (pages unnumbered). 
15 l!UA· 
14 
person t~hose outward responses appear normal and acceptable ; 
excessive but controllable dri~~ing by the social misfit who 
seeks excitement to offset an otherwise lonely or colorless 
existence. All three types exhibit early emotional responses 
carried ove~ into adult life, especially with reference to 
16 
escape from pain and attainment of pleasure. 
Tiebout, instead of describing types of drinkers, 
observes that a fairly typical personality pattern arises in 
t he development of alcoholic illness. The following tendencies 
are found : 
lst: 
2nd: 
3rd: 
4th: 
5th: 
6th: 
7th: 
8th : 
Tense and depressed; 
Aggressive, or at least quietly stubborn ; 
Oppressed tdth a sense of inferiority, at the 
same time harboring feelings of superior worth; 
Perfeotion1stio and rigidly idealistic; 
vleighed down by an overpot'ITer!ng sense of 
loneliness and isolation; 
Egocentric and all that implies in the way of 
a basically self-centered orientation; 
Defiant, either consciously or unconsciously' 
Walled off and dwelling, to7a large extent, in a worl d apart from others.~ 
The various descriptions, given by prominent inveat1ga-
tors or alcoholism, though differing in many respects, include 
16 Strauss , OJl· cit., p. 422. 
17 Harry 1>! . T1ebout, Conversion As A Psychological. 
Phenomenon, p. 1. 
1.5 
common a peats of alcoholism, such as loss of control over 
drinking . the isolation and hostility in the personality of 
the drinker, and the vicious circle of the drinking process . 
,1 If the e descriptions have a static quality, a more dynamic 
one is available in the work or E. M. Jellinek,18 whose method 
of study is not only more functional but also shows how the 
differences of presentation by the other authors may be 
reconc1led. , 
Jell1nek follows the problem drinker through several 
•phases" in the development of alcohol addiction. Each phase 
e braces a sequence of symptoms which represent the average 
trend~ Individual differences in the order and duration of 
symptoms. are recognized~ First is the "Prealooholic Sympto-
·, matic Phase," which begins with the conventional social use of 
alcohol and gradually becomes more and more drinking for relief 
of tension. Overt intoxication rarely occurs at this stage , 
but relief drinking becomes a daily rout1ne. 19 \Vhen regular 
drinking produces episodes of amnesia known as "alcoholic 
' palimpsests," the "Prodromal Phase• has begun, indicating 
increased susceptibility to alcohol and accompanied b7 pre-
occupation with alcohol, guilt end denial, and fear of being 
without alcohol near at hand at all t1mes. 20 The "Crucial 
18 Jellinek• op . oit ., P • 675· 
19 Ibid . ' P • 676. 
-
;. 
20 Ib1g., P • 678 . 
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Phase" is reached wh n drinking is definitely beyond control 
1 and a physical demand is felt .. That is , the drinker can 
refrain from alcohol in particular situations, but once he 
decides to take one drink he cannot stop until thol'oughly 
1ntox1oat.ed . The alcoholic at this. stage is usually still 
able to hold hi job . 21 Motivation permits marg1naJ. soo1al 
adjustment until the "Chronic 'Phase" is reached. Then pro-
longed 'benders" occur and social and psychic deterioration 
accelerates, s1noe resistance 1s broken down and drinking i 
obsessive . i'he need to control the psychic and physical 
symptoms of drinking by more drinking exceeds the original 
need engendered by t he original per sonality oontl1ots . 
Jellinek considers this phase and the latter part of the 
crucial phase to be the only ones to t•rh1ch the disease concept 
can correctly be applied. Whatever personality factors may 
have led the ufferer to resort to alcohol for symptomatic 
relief, when these phases are reached, alooh.olism becomes an 
addictive disease relatively independent of the original 
factoi's . 22 
· Ilfedioal- Pslohiatrio Aspects . 
Since the individuals to be considered in this study 
have been mental hospital patients, 1 t is . appl'opr1at~ to review 
21 _rug. , P • 680. 
22 12!!·' p ~ 682 .• 
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the major mental and associated physical disorders found in 
advanced alcoholism admissions . 
De~irium tremens is an acut e psychosis characterized by 
fearful agitation, hallucinations, tremors, and confusion. It 
occurs usually a few days at a time in chronic alcoholics over 
thirty years of age . 23 
Korsakoff's RSY:ehosis includes symptoms of oonfusion as 
to time and plaoe, amnesia for recent events, f'alsifioat1on to 
oompensate for memory loss, and euphoria . If damage 1s not 
per manent partial recovery may occur after about s1x weeks. 
Both this disease and delirium tremens are due not to the 
di rect effect of alcohol but to poor nutrition, especially 
vitamin B deficiency, typical in chronic alcoholism of. many 
years durat1on . 24 
Alcoholic hallucinosis, as the name 1mpl1es, refers to 
an acute psychotic episode with he.llucinationa as the main 
feature . The patient hears aocus1ng 1 threate1ung voices 
usually blaming him for ·f.fexual ·offenaes. Delusions develop 
with relevant fear, anger and suspicion. This condition 
develops in introverted personalities and may lead logically 
to sch1 zophren1a . oth rw1se recovery oan be expected in from 
five days to month. Homosexual guilt 1s considered a basic 
2.3 Giorgio Lolli, "Alcohol Addiction," American Journal 
of' Nurs1AS• Vol . 48, 1\To. a·, Augu13t 1948, Reprint, P• 2. . 
24 Noyes, op. c1t. 1 p . 180. 
18 
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emotional dynamic in this d1sease . 2S 
Alcoholic :paranoia is distinguished from the various 
p rancid co di tions or non•alcoholics only 1n ita being pre-
cipitated by the us of alcohol 1n a paranoid personality . As 
an exaggeration and release of life- long tendencies , the 
symptoms include delusions of jealousy , behavior based on 
strong feelings of guilt, fear , and suspicion, end an irritable, 
demanding approach to others. The outcome is poor . 26 
Alr:oholic . s · terloration covers a broad class ot organic. 
and psychosocial signs of the long abuse or alcohol . 'l'he 
victim shows diminished psychological and physical efficiency , 
is unrealistic and primitive in his thought s and actions, and 
l acks the usual quality of social ties and ambitions . Super-
ficially he may be friendly and cheerful, but is easily stimu-
lated to wrath. The outcome depends on the recency of the 
disease, though at the time of admission to a. mental hospital 
it is often too late to bring about complete recovery . 27 
In addition to the above diseases there are several 
others less commonly found, such as alcoholic pellagra; caeo-
holic beriberi, and other nutritional diseases indirectly due 
to the predominance of alcohol in the diet . About one- fourth 
of all alcoholics so use alcohol to the exclusion ot necessary 
25 Ibid. t PP• 182, 18,3 . 
26 Ibid .• ' P • 184. 
-
27 Ibid. t PP • 185, 186. 
-
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vi t amins t hat physical an~ mental symptoms of nutritional 
diseases appear.28 
Social S1~£1canee of Alcoholism. 
oz 1948 the drinkil:ag population of this country 
. numbered sixty-two million. or this number, nearly f our 
million ~ere alcoholics, of whom one million showed the phys1· 
cal and mental complicat ions described in the abov ection. 
Ther~ are about six times as many men as women alcoholics, 
c-ltho h this diff renee 1ri proportion is d1miniah1ng . 29 
In a highly 1ndustr1 lized , heterogeneous society such 
as ours, t he individual does not find 11 e , purpose , ooial 
acceptance end understanding, or freedom :from th stress of 
xcessi ve oompet i tion as easily as he t<Iould in a si ple 
community. I n t he l atter setting alcohol muld be used 
usual ly al;l a ceremonial drink or t least td thout clear and 
rigid sanctions . In k'11er1ca al.co ol is used more s a device 
for creating social moods rh1eh are otherwise hard to create 
as quioltly and easily as in more spont aneous, homogeneous 
groupi • Sanctions still prevail to the extent that it 1 
consider d poor tast e to dri1lk too much or at all at certain 
times and places, and a sign of so ething wrong to dr ink much 
i n pr1vat • 'l.lhe alcoholic; ho ever, uses alcohol not to 
enhance his ability to enjoy social occasions but to achieve 
28 LOlli, on. cit ., p . 2. 
29 Jelli~ek, and M. Keller, Rates of Alcoholism 1n 
The United States~ 1240-1248,. P• ,58 . 
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t e f cts of alcohol as end in i t elf , as is described 
above in discus~tng definit ons of an alcoholic . 4t th· stage 
t h a lcoholi c is out of touch v-ith society to some degree . 
This nvolves disturbed family relationships , occupational 
ma l acjust ment , and often difficulty Nith the 1 1 . 
Business and industry , acco <li ng to industr ial tatistt-
cian Dr . Benso Landis, lose n out ne billion dolla rs ually 
to "'.lcohollsm. This does not t .ke into account the inta.ngi ble 
losses caus d by the influence of driaking problems upol the 
oral a· d eff ct-1 ve e ss of those v.rho t-:ork alongside of t he 
alcoh.olic .3° Di f ficult to measure is the total additi nal cost 
to ov J:9D. ent age cies , pu lie and private soci 1 service 
age:nc:tes, and other groups an _ persons \'J'ho o.r e called unon to 
cope t:Jith the results of a lcoholism. In 1940 state ment 1 
hospital s admitted m1 average of e eve thousand alcoholic a 
day (including - ea.dmissions) . The 0ost that year f or all type 
of hos:nlte l s fo r 1 ulh cr clcoholics \'1 s nbout thirteen mil l ion 
d l lar s . 1hese figures represent patients with a.lc oho i c 
psychos s . 31 
The effect of excessive dr.nking on 1erican family life 
has been described by .. var iety of sources ranging from tenp r -
ance movements t studies reported in ocient1fie jour.nals . 
30 Elizabet h D. Whi t ney , Socio- Economic Asnects of 
lcohol1sm, pp . 4 , 5· 
31 Benson Y. Landis , So e Economic Aspects of I nebriaty , 
P • 202 . 
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lell- knottn are some of the gross result s of alcoholism--marital 
strife , abus ~ and neglect of children, ~nd economic hardship . 
Less com only understood i s th f act t hat aside from the dis-
ruptive i nfluence of alcohol1s~ upon family l if , alcoholics 
a group ar•e less l i kely than non- alcoholics to enter 
marr age . Bacon reports that in a repr esentat ive survey it 
as found that only 23 per c nt of arrested a.1 inebr· at s 
were marr ed and living wit h their wivesj in contr st to th 
72 per cent rate for the ordinary male population. Over half 
of the inebriate group was single as against one- fifth of the 
ormal population. The divorce r ate among inebriates was 
twelve times thPt of the general populat1on .32 The role of 
p rsonality t r aits commonl y found in alcoholics 1 described 
by Straus~ i n relation to family life ; 
Consider ing the basic institution of t he 
family, ~hich is the center for interpersonal con-
tacts n an int i ate level , it is known t hat aloo-
holiea eith r n ver marry or suffer from marital 
discor • Often t he s e.me pers onality t rait which 
ar associated with his excessive rinking act al so 
to make the alcoholic ill- suited for family l1vi 
The family dema:nds a giving of oneself and she.ri:."lg 
of personal and emotional experiences d of such 
factors as a ff ction, pr estige , and self-respect . 
All this is parti cular ly true ami dst the gr owing 
complexit es of life in specialized society for 
ore and more the f m1ly is becoming the only mediu 
by which t he ind1vi ual c n ach ve these per onal 
gratifications . Yet it 1s demonstrated that the 
aleoholic 1s of ten a :person ~ ho 1s incapable of 
sharing on an intimate personal level and t hat he 
32 Seldon Bacon ; Excess ive Drinking and The Family , 
P • 229 • 
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·1ill frequently make completely unreal1st1Q and 
m easo1able demands of those around him . JJ 
It should not be thought that alcoholism, together w1 th 
ci•i e , mental illness) d high taxes, 1s simply morbid 
influence present in an otherwise healthy societ y . ~11 per-
sons , uniess they be thos creatures of folk-lore brought up 
1 by anim"'lS or elves , develop psychologicnlly through processes 
of human interaction, modified by ~~d modifying the actions and 
reactions of other persons . To the extent that currents of 
anxiety , fear, confusion and contradiction run through human 
g roups , to that ext nt are persons born into that social 
climate i danger of f ulty ad justment such as alcoholism. A 
' detached analysis of soci al forces operating against individual 
emotional health is givm by Dr . obert Sel1ger,34 ho depicts 
the alcoholic as one ·11ho , unable to cope with life as he finds 
it, tr ea to escape through dr.tnk e.:nd. finds that he has there -
by 1 cre~sed his problems . 
Treatment . 
Havi considered alcoholism in term of definition, 
etiology, personality; cl1n1oal manifestations, and social 
f ctors, the question of ltJ'hat to do about it remai .... . 
At the societal level legi lati ve end educ tj. ve solu-
1 tio s have been &pplied. A historic measure was National 
33 Strauss , op . cit ., p . 422 . 
34 Robert v. Seli ger, A Guide on Alcoholism for Social 
Workers, pp . 8.3-8?. 
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Prohibition, the results of hieh are still a oatter of con-
troversy . .As a governmental experiment 1 t led to the develop-
ment of le~al co trols at state, com1ty, and city levels . In 
t • proces s of creating and the r pealing by const1tut1one.l 
mendm nt a national prohibition of alcohol the American 
people r cognized the importance of a lcohol as a social pro-
b l. m by t wice changing the s tructure of their government . :35 
For both treatment and preventive purposes education 
from several s ources is being carried on to inform and arouse 
the public a~ to the extent and nature of alcoholism , what is 
being done, and what can and should be done . Out standing 
among these are : 
1 . Innumerable local groups of Alooholica Anonymous . 
2 . Forty-six Commw~ty Committees for Education on 
Alcoholism affiliated with the National Co~m1ttee 
on Alcoholism . 
3· Forty-five State Commies ons . 
4. A number of sc.:tentific and professional groups t 
initiated in the Dept,;~.rtment of Applied Physl ology 
~t Yale Un1vers1ty . Jo . 
At the individual treatmel'lt level t~~o facilities have 
been tr ditiona.l--t he j il and the menta.l hospital, at both of 
which custodial care d absence from alcohol as and 1n many 
places today still is the extent of treatment . Under such 
3S Edward B. Dtuford, Legal Aspects of ~ rohib1tion, 
P • :348 . 
36 Whitney , op . cit.; p . 1 . 
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co:ndltions th~ alcoholic patt .rn is resumed as soon a the 
_ncaroeration end • Despite t e high cost of aintaining 
clcoholics 1 jails and state hospitals, the results ve been 
poor in terms of cures or knowledg ained concer.ni ~ alco-
holi.s • The ea"'on, according to Novick, :ls that only a 
separ ate i~stitution ~~here a progr am organized especially to 
t1•eat a.nd s tudy aLcoholism ould be feasible .31 
Such a program i"' no oT being carr! ed on in numerous 
cli~lics1 so e separate artd others asoociated with hospitals . 
In ,Ias. achusetts , in 19.50 legislation authorized the setting 
up of alcohol clinics under the Department of Public Health to 
be operated in cooperation t ith general hospitals . 'I*ne plan 
includes ·the use of multipl services uch as medical , 
, psych!l.atric, a.nd. social service , coordinated by the phy"'i c ian 
in ch"'rge . 38 
1Jhe e funds and facilities permit, several treatment 
".p_roaches are possible . ron- specific medical treatment aims 
' at restoring the alcoholic ' s nutr t onal state , es· ,ecia lly i n 
those Clva ced cases suffering from vi t mi n defic1el1Cies . 
lsof patients admitted w th acute intoxication are relieved 
by the us of insulin and gluco · Sp ,cific therapy, however , 
is lil~ely to be fril.i tless as f ar es long- term results are 
37 Iandis , op . cit ., p . 202 . 
38 Massachusetts Department of ental Health, 
Alcoholism: A Public H~lth Program for Laas~chusetts, pp . 5, 6. 
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concerned if the patient de ies is problem or does not des ire 
to stop drinking . f1ore so than wit h many illnesses, treatment 
succes depends on th attitudes and understandings of all who 
are involved in the therapeutic relationship . 'rhe patient is 
to be seen not as a moral problem but as a sick per s on--emo-
tionally _n terms of physical addiction , usuall y both--and one 
who requires 1nfi:nlte pe.t ience and acceptance plus sometimes a 
tactful firmness . 
bove all , and regardless of the method used , the 
follmdng condition obtains : 
11 agree t hat total abstinence is the 
ine qua non of successful therapy--some think 
it is the only goal- - and the.t the patient, i n 
some way or other, mugt inco~porate ritrdn him-
elf . deep belief thE,t he will never be able to 
drink socially. All believe thz.t o matter how 
foolproof the seheme he devises, the odds are 
heavily ueighted against him should he att mpt to 
drinlt mod rat ly. For him to accept this--and 
this a .. plies to ny addiction--is extremely diffi -
cult . The way he accepts this, m<~ 1nten el y, 
ho 1estly, and deepl y. 9deter 1nes the ultimate therapeutic outcome . ~ 
oyes aptly states that " ••• the object of treatment 
should be directed to1ard preventing the patient from desiring 
alcohol rather than toward restraining h m from having t t . "40 
:rhere are sev ral eans of doing this . ·lost direct and dramatic 
are the condition,d reflex and t e antabus. methods . :n the 
conditioned reflex or avers ion treatment the patient 1 
39 Vogel, op . cit :.• p . 622 . 
'·0 Noye , on . cit . , p . 187 ~ 
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enco,A.raged to d ink , smell, e.nd see va rious liquors ~shile unde11 
t hA influence of emetine, a d~~g which produces nausea . After 
• a course r eight treatments r oondi tioning is done six months 
later . s high as 65 per cent of recovered pat1e ts have been 
r eported, based on a standar of four ye s o f abstinen o • 
covery rQtes vary aocord1n to the means of sel~oting 
II 
prospective pat1ents .41 
A similar oondit1on~.ng roceos is use initially in the 
antabuse method, except that for an indefinite ti theree.f"ter 
the patient ta.ltes a c.lai y dose of antabus which causes him to 
beoo e violc tly nauseated if he trutes alcohol . Th sucoes 
of t his method j stif es its cont:tnuance, but its pro:;:Jonents 
stress that it is only ~art1el solut ion of alcoh lism. Its 
m"'.:. valte is i · aking more inclusive and long- range measures 
feasible, so t hat the patie t ' s attitudes · d socio- economic 
1 oondi t .:.o:r favor the 1-.rorking out of basic 1 ersonali ty proble~s . 
This ql lificatio i s ap_ l ied to all such conditioning met hods.ze 
Another qualific~tion is th t the success of part -
' of the t;otal treatme· t program epends on the relative p ychio 
II 
- ormality o t~tc p· tient and on the cooperation of h1s ~ fam1ly.4.l 
Wit - or :litho :t the above a id. , treatment should a.im at 
solving a far as possible the drinker ' s e tional conflicts . 
41 obert Fleming, Medical Treatment of the Inebriat e , 
P • 397 . 
42 Ch rles ~ . Brown and Ed a rd c. Knoblock , Antabus e 
TheraRY in the Ar mz , pp . 201, 202 . 
43 Eri Jacobson and o. lartinsen- Larsen, Treatment of 
Alcoholism tdth Tetraetwlthuiram D1s.u~f1-de , p _. 922. _ _ 
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social malfunctioning, and often as a first step, the meeting 
of emergency needs i n t he immediate situation of the pa.tie·t 
ar."'ld his f amily . In doi ng t hes e t hings t he c l i n ic O l" hospi t a l 
1 is grt?at ly aided by havi ng ava ilable a. psychiat r i c social 
44 lmrker and a r ecovered l coholi c . ( The value of t he l~tter 
t-1111 be dis cus sed 1 t he next chapt er . } .A t eam of:fer;t:ng 
several coordinated services i s consist ent wi t h the pr i ncipl e • 
!1 that t he alcohoJ i c pr esent s not just one pr obl em or need just 
n e treatment appr oach but a number of problems and needed 
measur e • 'rhis i nvol ves t he use of envi 011ment as well : 
o t her apeutic approa ch can dispei e with a 
study of, and ·~>~hen required, a manipulation of the 
addict ' .., environment . Because of hi s devia t ing 
behavior ., t he addict has been facing and painfully 
r eacting to a sense o f isolat i on from t he s ociety 
t o which he belongs . This sense or i olation, whi ch 
in many ca es prec1p1 t a t ed t he addiction, ~.lmost 
i n a ria bl;y pl ays an important role in its perpetua .... 
t i on . ·ostility of relatives , unemployme:i.lt , and 
conflicts wit h t he law are only a few examples of 
envi ron.ment .al di ffi cu lti es Yifhos e sol~t ion shoul d be 
attempted whenever t 1ey a re present . 5 
The sense of isolation referred to above often ca rrie 
1 wi t h it r es ent me t , suspicion, negativism, and oyni ci m l'rhi ch 
must be r eeo ni zed and dealt with by those who would help the 
a lcoholic . fttinor o.elays may cause the alcoholic to avoi d 
treatment b y rationalizing and exaggerating whatever 1s counte~ 
to his weak motivation. These neg tive forces make for poor 
44 nacon, Alcohol ism : Its E.'xtent , Therapy and Prevent1Cil:· 
45 Lolli , op . cit .• , p . J . 
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success of methods such aa psychoanalysis which requires more 
motivation e~d pcychic .ndurance than many lcoholic c 
as they ·till feel un le t o live without 
alcohol . It is importcnt to make the mo t of t he e rly setting 
o therapy by by- pa.saing t•esi str. ces ·1d providi· ·· quick relief 
of p ychic and physic~l sympt oms. 46 
In ummary, t hia c hapter or1 the characteristics and 
treataent of alcohol ism presented a co sider tion of defini -
tions of alcoholism, some t heories a to its causes, and the 
role of perso ality in the different stages of alcoholism. 
Alcoholism was seen to be based on a compulsive, unco trollable 
need to d l'illk in persons of immature, unstable emotional 
make- up who come to ely upon alcohol as a solution or escape 
from anxieties e p rienced in personal- social life . Several 
classifications of alcoholics qere presented and eompa r d , the 
significant factor seeming to be the drinker•s tag of transi-
tion rom dri ?ing as sympto. · tic ~eli f of pre- a conol c 
1et1es to chronic dd1ct1ve drink1 s a psycho- physical 
di ease . e r sult of long· ctu~on1c1ty--the jor lc hol1c 
psychosis--were described, with tal ut~ition given · a . a Jor 
factor . 
In its ocial aspects alcoholis Na shown to be a 
ma jor atio l public health progr m arisii ot simpl y as t e ' 
46 Vogel, op . ci~ •• pp . 622, 630 . 
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ll 
effect of excessive drinkers upon ociety but s a oomple 
re ult of the ·. ride availability of a powerful drug in a con-
Iuse , stressful society . The sigrdfioance of e~ooholism in 
family life ,. as stressed . The average alcoholic is not 
' inclined t o enter marriage, and lacks the quality of maturity 
nece sary to fulfill the role of spouse and par nt . 
Turning to t reatment , social and individual approache 
1ere indicated. Emphasis was given to the principle areas of 
i ndividual therapy . Sincere motivat ion as a condition and the 
ab111·ty to live totally t-r1thout alcohol as an indispensable 
goal were found basic to all ma jor therapies . Treatment goes 
beyond mere cessation of alcohol intake ; it must combine 
physical, emotional, social and economic rehabilitation 
through th coordinat ed help of a clinical team . The concept 
of alcoholism as an illne s , and of the alcoholi c as a person 
1 t'lith a manifold problem, favors the attitudes of acceptance, 
pati nee , d understanding aential to i ntelli gent treatm nt . 
•i 
'I 
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CHAPTER III 
THE ALCOHOLICS ANONYr·'IOUS mVE .. IENT 
A fellowship of over 150,000 alcoholics meeting in five 
thousand groups in this and many other countries constitutes 
that loosely organized association lmown as Al.ooholics 
Anonymous •1 Its purpose and description appear in most of 
its literature as follows : 
Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men 
and women ~ho share their experience , strength and 
hope with eac~ other that they may solve their 
o mmon problem and help others to recover from alco-
holism . The only requirement for membership 1 an 
honest ,desire to s top drinking. A. A. has no dues 
or fees. It is not allied with any sect , denomina-
tion, politics , organization or institution; does 
not wish to engage in any controversy, neither 
endorses nor c;pposes any causes. Our primary 
purpose is to stay sober and help other alcoholics 
to achieve sobr1ety.2 · 
The movement started in Akron in 1935 when a business-
man; achieving sobriety after many years of drinking, under-
took to help a doctor whose professional and private life had 
' deteriorated through alcoholism. They found that by helping 
other alcoholics they could perpetuate their own sobriety, and 
by attracting others to this idea they started the informal 
fellowship which at first slowly, then with more momentum 
.l Alcoholic Foundation, A. A. --ouest ions and Answers , 
PP • 12, lj. 
2 Alcoholics Anonymoust This is A. A., p . ; . 
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became known internationally by 1939 · Tod 1 though 1t i till. 
l oo ely structured, it has a name; books . pamphlet s , a periodi - 1 
cal, and service cent l'"s . :3 
Although ,.lc.oholics An nymous (hereafter referred to as 
"A. . • ) has no official creeds, theorie t or requirements 
beyo d the desi~e to stop dr inking, i t has evolved a tradition 
and certain viewpoints \'lit h which most members identify. These 
common el.ements are not static but change with experience . The 
nucleus of t he movement , however, 1s a consistently presented 
Progr of Recover y--The Twelve Steps : 
1 . we adm1 tted \'le were powerless over alcohol --that 
our lives had become-unmanageable . 
2 . Came to believe that a potrer greater than our-
selves could restore us to san1t·y . 
3· Made a decision to turn our will and our lives 
over to the care of God as we understood Hi m. 
4 . fade a se robing and fearless moral inventory of 
ourselves . 
5· Ad11 itted to od, to ourselves , and to another 
human being the exact nature of our wrongs . 
6. Were entirely ready to have God remove al l 
t hese defects of character. 
7· Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcoming • 
8 . r1ade a list. of all persons we had harmed, and 
became willing to make amends to them · all. 
9 . r· a.de direct amends to such peopl e wherever 
poss ible , except when to do so would inj ure 
them or others . 
!3 Ibid• ' p . 13 . 
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10. Continued to take per sonal inventory and when 
le were wrong promptly admitted it . 
11. Sought through prayer and medit ation to improve 
our conscious contact with God as we understood 
Him pr aying only for knowledge of His will for 
us and the po\'ler to carry that out. 
12. Having had a spiritual experience as the r esult 
of these steps, we tried to carry the message 
to alcoholics , and to practice these principles 
i n all our affairs .4 · 
This plan is not urged upon the alcoholic. It is 
sugge ted as steps to be taken gr adually and as an ideal way 
of living to be assi i lated accor ding to i ndividual needs and 
readiness. ~ i th a realism acquired t hrough painful exper-
, ienoe, older members advise newcomers to strive for abst i nence 
a day at a time. Such a program avoids the tremend.ous feeling 
· of despair evoked by the idea of trying to face an indefinite 
period of time 'td t hout alcohol i and having gone t l'lenty-four 
hours 1thout liquor increases one ' s confidence in the possi-
bility of doing so tomorrow. 
In i t s relationship to society a t large, A. A. has no 
legal structure . carrying on it co-ordinat ing and informa-
tional functions through rotat ing committees of non-salaried 
members . It cooperates with individuals and groups but with-
out forming official connections or affiliations or accepting 
l a r ge contributions from any sources . Anonymity is an absolute 
rule of members when representing the group publ1oally as 
4 Central Service Committee of Boston , Introduction to 
A. A. • P • 6. 
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speakers , rr1ters, or delegates . In . r1vat life anonymity a 
an • • member varies according to situations and judgment . 
ccording to the pamphlet "A. A. Tradition", S early seer cy 
' impeded t he ork of A. A. groups by not reacr..1ng enough peopl 
through making their presence knOl<.'ll . The gu.id1l.'l..g principle 1 
that personal gl orification and publicity det r acts from the 
p1ritual aspect of the movement . 
The alcoholic coming for the first time to an A. ~ · 
meeti may be surpri sed to discover that th kind of approach 
which has aroused his guilt , enger, and disgust in other 
ett1ngs is not there . Instead of lectures , serntons, or 
exortat1ons he hears former alcoholics t ake their tur.ns at 
telling the part alcohol pl ayed 1~ their lives and how they 
came to live ~ithout it . Their styles of narration bespeak 
every level of education and vocation; but whether haltingly 
or fluently spoken , t eir stories usually catch t he newcomer 
off guard, because it is eviqent that they know all the ration-
alizations , i nt ricate self'..-dece tiona, fantasies, self- disgust , 
and isolat ion that the listener has experienced. Details 
dif4er, but t he themes are surpri singly familiar. 
The prospective member learns that no one 1s telling 
1 lum rhat to do--that would be futile--but that he may i f he 
chooses do what other more or less confi rmed alcoholics have 
done . The pressure to change comes from himself, but \lri th t he 
S Alcoholics Jutonymous, A. A. Tradition, p . 15. 
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help of other members available if he wants it . For m st 
alooholiQs the A. A. group 1s the only social occa ion where 
they can feel accepted and und rstood. t~orth7 and a::tual. He 1 
no longer grappling alone . with an a.ffl1otion that nobody~ 
perhaps including himself , can understand and forg1 ve . Few 
alcoholics profess to know why they drank or exactly how they 
came to lead happier life, but are content f1t h the kno~ledge 
that for them A. A. works . 
From direct ob ervation and through contact dth various. 
fields of research, A. A. members have acquired certain under-
standings about alcoholism. They define alcoholism as an ill ... 
ness consisting of "a physical compulsi on coupled with a 
· mental obsession," meaning that the alcoholic has a physica l 
1, craving s tronger than h!s capacity for control and which 
transcends good judgment. 6 \Vhen the· alcohol ic admits that he 
is in this category, he has made the first step to a rd 
recovery . This does not mean that he can regain his ability 
to drink moderately, foz- A. A. , along with professional 
students of alcoholism, have found that an alcoholic can never 
dri nk 1n a controlled manner . A dramatic example of this 
fact, as told in A. A.' s "Big Book , "7 is of an alcoholic who 
recovered and w·as abstinent for twenty ... fi ve years . Then, 
imagining t hat he could now drink like other men, decided to 
6 Alcohol ics Anonymous, This is A. A., p . 8 . 
7 Alcoholics .Anonymous, The Story of How ~ Thousands 
of Men and Women Have Recovered Pr om Alc oholism, p:4; . 
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try, a~d 1 t~o months ~as in a hopp tal . Only two choices 
are pos ible for the alcoholic : either he stops drinking co -
pletely or h lets his alcoholism become progre si vely worse . 
1'V'hen ru lcoholic has attended local g roup meetings 
lo enough to knm by his own ex erienoe how successfully 
alcoholics can help others to stop drinking, he has already 
1lled t he voi produced by abstinence and is ready to i ncrease 
his orJn new sense of meaning ancl. \'rort in his life by contri -
butii~ time and ffort to help others . This is a most impor-
t ant treatment ethod in A. A. 8 It mey consist of giving 
testimonials, s t aying ~ 1 t h a.l'l.other a lcoholic during a period of 
temptation , or hel ing him get a job . It ·y involve visiting 
a c hronic alcoholic at a state nospital or jail to show him 
that if the vi s itor coul.d "hit rook bottom" and rec v r , thelt 
there is hope for him also. 
As for the change that occurs in an al coholic \'rho 
responds favorably to A. A., it often has the quality of a 
conversion experience . Ti ebout has studied this at length, 
and reports : 
Perhaps the most striking change of 11 is 
the total loss of the sense of isolation d lone-
lines • The alcoholic patient does not feel erely 
isolated and alone; he feels that he actually exists 
in a world apart from other people and t hat some-
thing almost tangible keep him from any eep human 
contact . Variously he calls th1 alm.ost ta 1 ble 
..,o ething a wall; a shell, a barrier . On patient 
dreamed of it as a moat between himself and the 
8 Alcoholic Fo1mdation, The Al coholic Empl oyee , p . 1.3 . 
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world. vlhetever it 1s , it vanishes 1-1ith a con• 
version experienc and in its place the patient 
begins to feel, perhaps f or the first time in his 
life, a sense of the nearness and reality of other 
people . TluG feeling of nearness is closely akin 
to non- sensual love, and is described in such t rms 
as "a great feeling of humanity," "a real inner 
friendship toward people, tt and "now ! feel nice to 
everybody and I think t hey a re nice to me . " Others 
in telling of the disappear ance of the wall 111 
say t hat t hey oa.n really like people and be 
tolerant of them, even if they know much about them 
which once9would hav kindled strongly hostile attitudes. 
In another discussion Tiebout distinguishes bet een 
compliance and surrender as significant terms in therapy. 
1 Compliance acceptance at the consciou level of the 
advice and persu sion of others . This may arouse guilt in the 
, alcoholic because he is dishonest in agreeing to proposed 
changes of behavior which underneath seem impossible or 
undes1rabl to him. This is a state of conflict which is 
I 
resolved only when unconscious change, usually gradual but 
sometimes sudden, appears as surrender to a plan or goal and 
subsequently the feeling, described above, or being at peace 
~ith self and other • In many cases A. A· alone can make a 
non- alcoholic way of life seem possible , desirable, and 
personal , as opposed to socially imposed or merely reasonable.lO 
The experience of A. A. has been that 1ts program will 
work for almost any alcoholic who honestly admits his illness 
9 Harry M. Tiebout, Convers1oD; As A Psyoholosieal 
Phenomenon. p . 2 . 
10 Harry M. Tiebout, Surrender Versus compliance, 
p • 66, 67. 
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~ and sincerely wants to stop dr ing . successful members 
include those who have been 1n jails, ental hospitals, and 
"Skid .ow . "11 In addition to the usu community group A. A. 
holds meeti s in mor than s1xty-t11:ro prisone and in ov r one 
hun red an d two hospitals , mostly tate hospi t ls .12 
In the hospitals A. A. has not only put alcoholics on 
the road to recovery, but has also helped change th a titude 
of many doctors regarding alcoholism . Because traditionally 
few alcoholics responded adequately to t rea.tment and woul be · 
readmitted frequently to "sober up," they were, and in many 
places still are, rega .. d as nuisances and not appropriate 
~· ·~ ~ . 
cases for the average institution. Then doctors ob erved 
what • • can do , a trend of welcome and cooperation began, 
with • A. individuals and groups invited to the hospitals . l3 
To . • A. hospitalization is not a rival method or an 
unrelated one . It is often seen as a necessary first step in 
terms of physical reh bil1tet1on and a chance to b come sober 
under supervis ion. It is also an ideal place to present A. A. 
to the p~ospective member. His situation makes 1t difficult 
for tdm to deny his need for help, his coming to th hospital 
being a clear instance of his inability to manage alcohol . 
While c f ined h is visited by A. • members and me.y be 
11 lcoholic Foundation, A. A.: gqest1ons and Answers, 
P • 10 . 
12 ston Committee on Alcoholism and the Massachusetts 
Departm~nt of .ublie Health, New Developments in A. A. 
P • ~~ · 
1.3 Alcoholic It'ound.ation : and A Ters , 
assigned a "sponsor" before or a fter admission, to see the.t he 
has full exposure to A. A. insp1rat1on.14 
Under t he alcohol clinic program operated by the 
tfa sachusetts Depa:rtment of · Public Health jointly with hospi -
tals, local A. A. groups are contacted rout inely as part of 
therapy for many patients.1S 
At the Rockland St ate Hospital, Orangeburg , .. e ~ York, 
I \'11th t he enoouragement of that institution, an A. A. group 
held meetings there and took patients outside to an A . A . 
clubhouse . Eleven months after th t art of th1 program, 
hospi t al rec r s showed that of fifty- four patients relea ed 
to a . A. , seventeen had remai ned abstinent , and fourteen had 
only n relapse . The r st either r esumed their old patterns 
or r etur.ned to the hospital. Considering that most of these 
were old chronics end "skid row" men, the results were 
promising, being a 54 per cent higher recovery rate than the 
usual S to 6 per cent rate achieved by public hospit als.l6 
Hospitals serving higher socio-economic 1 vela of population 
have had even greater success, one suburben hospital yielding 
a high as 80 per oent recoveries in groups aided by A. A.l? 
Statistical studies on .a national scale have produced 
an "A. A. Index. ' \'thereby e. relationship between t he number of 
14 Alcoholics Anonymous, .A. A. Tradition~ p. 23 . 
1.5 f.la saehusetts Department of Public Health, Alco-
holism,;_ Public Health Program for Massachusetts, p . j . 
16 Jack Alexander, Alcoholics Anonymous, p • . 12 . 
I 
17 ~. , P • 13 ~ 
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II alcoholics is compared with t he number of A. A. members by 
geogR:tphic regi ona, in additiou to comparative rate of aleo-
1 holism changes between 1940 and 1948 . The results suggest a 
definite decrease in alcoholism 111here A . A . activity is 
stro est 1 wi·th New England shotdng the most progress •
18 
epresentative of the enthusiasm of leading medical 
specialists in the f1 Jld of alcoholism is the f'ollOid tv' : 
As a phys1.c1a'Yl who has watched t he growth of 
lcoholics i\nonymous from the day of its 1ncept1 n, 
I can personally vouch for the recovery of scores 
of alcoholic cases which were of the type with whom 
other methods failed completely. These f ct seem 
to be of extreme medical 1mportro1ce ; because of the 
extraordinary possibilities of rapid growth inherent 
in this gx•oup they certaii1f.Y mar a new epoch in the 
. rlr annals of alcoholism . · <j 
In this chapter the Alcoholics_. onymous movement has 
been described. Its unique feature is in th proved value of 
alcoholi cs helping each other t o s t ay s ober ail.( ... to establish 
a new life . The JITwelve Steps" is the suggested program t~here­
by the alcoholi c, beginning with the requisite sincere desire 
to 11 ve 't>,.Ti t hout alcohol, gradually undergoes a. wholesome 
change of thought , feeling, and action. The fellowship of 
. .I 
A. A . recreates the social ident.lty of the 1nd1v1dual, removill') ' 
the need to perpetuate the destruct! ve oyale of alcoholic 
adjustment . Belief in a power greater than oneself, 
18 ... . r'1. Jelli11ek and T· . eller, Rates of .looholism, 
I P • .58 . 
19 lcoholic Foundation, A. A.: Questions and .fi.n.Sl'lers ., 
, P • 30 • 
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Jj 
ackno1ledgment of being no\'x and forever unable to drink 
oderately , and practice of the important therapeutic principle 
of helping other alcoholics are basic A. A. principl es . 
ith the spread of J . A. acti v1 ty and of ow ledge 
cone rni:ng it frequent su eriority over other methods , 
· hospitals and clinics are cooperating increasingly ~rith • A. ; 
an in many state hospitals A. A. is t he only major therapy 
available after physj_oa.l recuperation has been effected. 
--
- -
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C PTER IV 
A. A. AT THE BOSTOl' "'TATE HOuPITAL 
Sine, 1946 , at the i nv1tatio of 3oston State Hospital, 
·the , a.in A. J. • group of oston hus provi ea. for ltveekly A. A. 
me ,t i.ngs within t he ho pi t al . nrrangaments are made for mem-
ber s of various community groups to take part ln these 1 eekly 
meetin~s . The group is moderated by an -• A. representative 
who .as do· e l ikewise at other st~te hospitals . 
The ain purpo e of the meetings is to a cquaint alco-
hol i c patients w·ith the J . • progr am so tf't..a.t th y will be 
I e1couraged to join A. A. gr oups in their own communities after 
t hey have left the hospit 1 . Also, • • is oi'te able to 
s 1st pati ents at the time of discharge with problems of 
fo:.o.mily relations , . employment, or housing . The meetings a re 
open , so it is an opportt ty not only for pa.tientco , but for 
psychi atrists and other staff workers to lea~A about · . A. as 
a resource . 
Except for an occasional pat i ent becoming disturbed 
during a meeting, t he scene is typical of • • g r oups . 'I' he 
1 moder ator opens t he meeting by expl a ining wh t A. A. 1 , and 
~peaks briefly of hi s own alcoholic history and subsequent 
recovery through A. J.~ . Then he i ntroduces the speaker s , us ing I 
only th ir first names . Each speaker begins by atati · that 
he is an alcoholic, then tells the story of his drinking 
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problem and how • A. helped him. T ese h1stox·1es cov ...... r the 
range of alcoholic experiences , including prison, hosp1tal1za ... 
tion for alcoholic psyc oses, divorce nnd ·esertion. 
This first hour of the meeting closes with a group 
recit tion of the Lord 's Prayer . Duri ng the second hour 
refre hments are served and patient- members are encouraged to 
talk with t he leader and spealters . This is often the means 
whereby patie:nts meet outside members who later b .ing t hem to 
a community group or make other contributions t o their 
r ehabilit tio • The patients also can discuss their problems 
with staff soc· c:: l ~mrlrers, at least one of whom is prese t at 
each meet i ng and can carry on a liason function between A. A. , 
pati nts , and staff . 
=-----=- ---
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CHAPTER V 
CASE STUDIES 
The folloti1ng ten cases are presented in descending 
order of success, and are sufficiently disguised to protect 
t he anonymity of the persons involved. 
CASE A 
Since the age of fourteen this twenty-eight year 
old f at her of three children has been drinking at an 
increasing rate. The youngest of four children; he 
had an unsettled childhood, his mother having divorced 
his father and married again to an alcoholic. The 
boy lived alternately with each parent, then lived 
w1 th his mother and stepfather, but was. not treated 
with affection by the latter. The patient was at 
that time a frequent tr.Uant and under these eondi-
tions began to drink. After g~aduating from trade 
school and working a while~ he ·· joined the Army during 
World War II . His drinking had become ..., oonspicuou 
in this period, and he was hospitalized af'ter a 
seri es of alcoholic fugues. He was honorably d1s• 
charged, returned to his welding job, and married . 
Although ambitious and conscientious as a husband, 
he became easily upset by f~nancial responsibilities. 
In an anxious and irritable condition, he would argue 
with his wife, then go out to become drunk, s ometimes 
being arrested. In 1946 he underwent psychiatric 
observation after two episodes of excited, abusive 
behavior while drunk. In 1951 he a ttempted to solve 
his probl em by returning to the Army,. but was in 
only a few months when his alcoholi sm led to a dis-
charge for "fugue states." The pattern became more 
pronounced and in 1952 he ettempted to kill his 
wife and hi mself. 
In Apri l 19$3 he was arrested for threatening 
behavior whi l e drunk and was sent by the Court to 
Boston State Hospital for observation. At the 
hospital A. A. group, which he attended twice, he 
quiokly formed acquaintances with the speakers by 
=- - --
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reason of his charming, friendly personality which 
is evident in his sober moments. He admitted being 
an alcoholic in need of help and agreed to act on an 
A· A. invitation to join a community group. At the 
same time he was awaiting action on his request for 
psychotherapy at a v. A. Hospital. 
Follow-u:e: When interviewed in January l9 53 the 
patient stated that his A. A. experience at Boston 
State Hospital was his first A. A. contact and that 
he began going to his local group right after dis-
charge. ae ha.s remained sober, and has attended 
weekly, but has had several occasions. to ask the 
assistance of A. A. friends to help him through 
anxious moments. He still considers alcohol a danger 
for him, and believes that he will need both A. A. 
and psychotherapy for some . time. At work he has 
been regular and has advanced a grade. At home he 
has entertained A. A. members, whose talks have 
enabled his wife to help him with greater under-
standing. This was initiated by the local member 
who contacted him through the hospital A. A. 
CASE B 
This patient 1 a forty-five year old white male 
whose drinking began at the age of fifteen. His 
early childhood was uneventful except for the death 
of his alooholio father when the patient was twelve. 
He was the third oldest of four boys, the oldest 
being the patient's favorite and also an alcoholic. 
Before joining the Navy at age fifteen., the patient 
had finished the eighth grade. Upon leaving the 
Navy three years later he worked a short time as a 
painter, then set up his own business. He disposed 
of this business after his brother died in an acci-
dent, and in a mood of grief started on hi.s first 
long "binge." As his drinking progressed he began 
to stay away from his friends and relatives, and 
though he was previously well-liked and sociable, he 
no longer formed close friendships. Despite heavy 
week-ena drinking he was able to hold his job, and 
at present believes that his employer has been unaware 
of hi s alcoholism. 
~lhen 1n his late thirties he felt the need to 
establish a home, and to accomplish this he met and 
married a girl much younger than he who eventually 
- -=--- ----';..-
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left him hen he objected to h r entertaining her 
old lovers. He claimed that s ince he marri ed not 
for love but for a home he was not greatly 
disappointed. 
In recent years he has been arrested and en-
tenoed several times for drunkezmess and has been 
to several hospi tala for treatment of delirium 
tremens. Just prior to his latest hospitalization 
he had attended two A. A. meetings in Boston, but 
this had no effect on his drinking pattern. In 
January 1953, the day before coming to Boston St at e 
Hospital, he had been drinking heavily and had not 
eaten adequately for weeks. When he began to exper i -
ence the early signs of delirium tremens, he con-
tacted A. A. for help in getting to a hospital. He 
was taken to a. general hospital, but later was found 
running frantically down the street in a john:ny, and 
was brought by police to Boston State Hospital . 
Upon examination the patient was found to be a 
thin, malnourished person of average intelligence 
and good memory. The patient referred to himself as 
no good when drunk but an agreeable person when 
sober. He was diagnosed as a chronic alcoholic in 
an acute state of delirium tremens. Remorseful and 
depressed, he promised to attend A. A. He attended 
three times, the last time as a discharged patient 
in Februa ry 1953· 
Follow""'ur: Eleven months l ater, in January 
1954, the pat ent was interviewed at his rooming 
house. He appeared eager to describe hi experi-
ences and expressed the hope that his story would 
be useful. Since leaving the hospital he has 
r emai ned sober although on several week•ends he 
cnme close to ober1ng the impulse to drink. He 
called an A. A. frien:d to sit with him during these 
times, but later found that he could attend one of 
the many A. A. groups any evening in the \'leek a s a 
means of avoiding liquoio. Now he .eel s ' u h sater, 
but still goes to weekly meetings, sometimes giving 
t esti monials. He \'rorks for his former emplo;rer 
regularly. Before coming to Boston State Hospit al 
he had been to two meetings a t his present A. A. 
group but 't'1as not then ready to aocavs t.lJ.e program. 
At the hospital his recent delirium tremens and his 
sobriety on the ward caused him to be more receptive 
t o t he program presented by the hospital A. A., so 
that this experience he considers the real beginning 
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of his sobr1et.y and his contact l't1 th his looa.l group. 
Before the patient wa discharged, a hospital A. • 
worker ar•ranged for a member to visit the :patient •s 
brothers to gain their help 1n returning him to 
social habits. The natient recalls that he had. come 
to shun people for fear or disapproval of or inter-
ference with his drinking. He now spend most of 
his time in the company of relatives and A. A. 
friends, and is hoping to bring his older brother 
to A. A. 
CASE C 
This case conce~~ a thirty•six year old 
married Negro who was admitted to Boston State 
Hospital for the t hird time, in February 1953· 
He suffered from alcoholic hallucinosis. 
The patient grew up in a family of four 
children of t~hora he l'ras the youngest and the only 
male. His mother, who died of pneumonia when he 
was twenty, was indulgent and protective toward 
him as were his sisters a.lso. His father, who died 
of heart d1sea.EJe a year before the mother • s death1 
was a good provider and a devout man, but strict 
with his family; especially the patient. The 
latter felt inadequate to live up to his father' 
ambitions for him. 
As a child the patient was healt~y, did well in 
school, and l'tas fond of being active in groups. Ile 
was more a follower than a leadel". In late adoles -
cence he socialized with mixed groups but was not 
strongly attracted to any particular girl. 
According to the patient his drinking be*an 
when he l'tas seventeen . He drank socially at first, 
not using alcohol heavily until 1941 when he joined 
the Army. At that time he began using e.leohol to 
relieve unexplainable tensions and sleepless esa . 
Extel~ive combat experience had no immediate 
traumatic eff'ect on him, but after the war he 
experienced greater anxiety and agitation than ever, 
and his drinking increased correspondingly. In 
1949 he was discharged and went to live \<rith a 
married sister. He could not keep a job because 
of drinking, and was beginning to have black•outs. 
After several episodes of destructive, assaultive 
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behavior due to alcohol he was brought to Boston 
State Hospital in .ranua:ry 1950. On admission he 
't'las extremely apprehensive and had visual end 
auditory hallucinations- the latter 1n the form of 
dead comrades calling him a homosexual. During 
examination he was :.found to be of average intelli-
gence but lacking iilsight a to the seriousnes of 
his drinking. He denied the prob · ; ·· attributing 
his difficulties to nenousness beginning when he 
joined the Army. At the insistence of his siste,.. 
he was released against·· ad-.rice, having improved 
but still having psyehotie .symptoms. He decl1n~d 
an invitation to vlsit the hospital A. A. meetings. 
For about a year thereafter he was able to 
abstain for long periods of time so that he worked 
steadily and .married. Then he began heavy drinking 
again and lost his job because ot halloitla.tions. 
In February 195:3 when this condition became wor e . 
he was retu.nted· to Boston State Hospital. He 
responded well to physical care, and this time 
a ccepted a soc!al worker's invitation to attend the 
hospital A. A. group. After the meeting he said 
that the pronounoeifients of many doctors in the past 
combined i ith l"Vhat he heard at the meeting convinced 
him that he t'las an aleoholie with an urgent need for 
help.. In March 19.53. shortly a :f'tel" his seeond 
visit to the A. A. group, he was discharged to his 
wife . 
Follow-up: Soon after leaving the hospital the 
patient was introdueed to an A. A. group in his 
community by z.. member whom he had met at the hospital 
group . He has attended the local group about twenty 
times , at first going weekly and for the past few 
months going less often a.s his need for support 
diminished. Oocas1onally he visits the hospital 
group for n sentimental reasons." Through the 
inte cession of an A. A. member he was rehired by 
his former employer e~d has worked regularly. With 
the exception of one sl1p the patient haa been 
abstinent.. 'l'he except ion occurred when he thought 
he had regained his ability to stop a t o ... e d ink . 
At the time of the follow-up 1ntervie~.r the 
patient had been out of the hospital ten months. 
He felt that the hospital A. A. group had not only 
led him to a realistic picture of himself as an 
alcoholic but had provided faith in hit) abil ity to 
live without aloohol. His wife , who once shared 
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his denial of his alooholiam, has been able to 
understand and support his efforts by going to 
meetings ltJ"ith him. A • . A. at the hospital was his 
first experienco of 1t, and led to h1a sobriety. 
He still has periods of tension, but these are 
relieved by seeking tl1e company of friends, and 
recently by giving his first testimonial. 
CASE D 
This forty ... year old white, married, restaurant 
'I~J"Orker came in Maroh 19.53 for his fourth hosp1 ta11za-
tion for a lcoholism. 
IUs early history includes life with a lcoholic 
pe.:::-ents t·-ho separated when he was very young, several 
fos.ter homes, and a difficult school ca.reer. He did 
poorly and t;as sent· to a class for retarded pupils. 
After leavlng the sixth grade at age· fourteen, he 
t'lorked in a factory steadily for several years until 
he was fired fol ... stealing. In his l ate teerJ.S he 
began a career of armed robbery and burglary, for 
wh1 ch he received a total of seven yee.rs. Good 
behavior reduced h1s time to t1ro years. Trouble 
finding work resulted in en irregular employment 
history ending in attempts to Jain the Navy . He was 
turned do\lm but served three years in the Merchant 
Marino . After this he lost a series of jobs through 
d.iruting, but succeeded in getting married. Since 
193,5 he has "beell arrested for drunkenness and 1•obbery 
several t1!Qes and has been abusive at home. 
In addit ion to this, he hu been subject to a 
variety of anxieties, mostly sexual. His several 
hoHpi tal stays were for t rea tment of schizophrenic 
like r eactions released by a lcohol, and he ha made 
suicidal attempts. ,-·His last admission to oston 
State Hospital- foil·~wed an acute alcoholic state in 
response to fears of persecution and destruction. 
This \'iSS in December 19,52. Examin tion revea led 
homosexual fei:lrs, hosti l e feeling.s to:l'mrd ~~ i:fe Wld 
moth r , and poor capacity for z-esponsibility and 
absti•a.ct thought. His intelligence tested at low 
averD..ge . A year later, after good response to insulin 
shock therapy, he a ttended hos pital A. A· meetings 
in the company of his wi fe, who is more intelligent 
and mature than he is. Social case work had relieved 
much of their marital tens ion, and although the 
patient remained a dependent personality, his chanees 
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of readjus tment l ooked better. In Februa.ry 195.:3 
he was disch rged . 
Follow-upc As of February 19S4 the patient 
had remained sober and had attended the loca l group 
to l'Thich t he hospital A. A. grm p r eferred him. He 
had been working at th.e same j ":> but plans to change 
to a better one . Be s till seemed dependent on hi s 
wife but was less resentful of this f act. He n o 
longer at:tends A. A. as often as at first, but goea 
about once a. mo11th. A. A. friends see him often 
and he fee l s that their fellowship 1s grati fying 
a tter his former fee.l1ngs of being looked dmm 
upon as a drunk and a criminal . There have been 
medical problems nith the children, judgment and 
resourcefulness whi ch t he pati nt exhibtts. His 
adju s tment depends heavily on s uch help and the 
supportive fea·tures at A. A. 
CASE E 
This seventy-yea r old \'Th1te, single, dea:f 
restaurant worke r was brought from a r est home where 
he a ttempted to bleed himself t o death a ft er a 
drinking bout. 
IJfuch of this 1nd1vidup.J. •s history is obs cure , 
he bei ng too deaf and confused to provide much 
info~ation, the ozuy other informnnt being a 
brother Tho had lost contact wi th him f o1.. many 
years . Born into a f amily of five children of 
Irish immigrant pa rents 1 the patlent v.rent thr·':>l. gh 
gra.Il\mar s c 1ool, the."'l wo rked i11 groceries until he 
acqui r ed his m~n bu~i:n.ess . Th1.s fa.l l ed durb1.g the 
depression, ;md the p t ient drj.fted a.w y from his 
old environment . 'Doth p"rents were de d and only 
one brot her rem ,_ned. in t his state . The available 
history re- opens i n l9l~O , vrhen the patient began 
officially t o be a probl em drinker by be. ~ 
arr ested over one hundred t :traes and tlas knot-In by 
many aliases. At the rest home he deve l oped 
alcoholic hallucinos is, as evidenoed.by hi s hearing 
voices accusi:ag him of being a homosexual and by 
delusions of being poisoned and e1.ect!"ocuted. 
At aston State o.apital in J a..."luary 19,52, he 
conceded that he had trouble with alcohol, and 
explained that he turned to liquor to escape the 
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awareness that his age andceaf ness prevented him 
from f i nding work . He felt tr~t he had lost the 
desire to live. During his year at Boston St ate 
Hospital he attended ·the A. A. group often, saying 
that he could hear enough to ~now what it was all 
about, 8.nd that he t·.zis herl he had knol;'fll. of .A • .A . 
earlier t<\!'hen he could have profited by it . He was 
r etur.n-d to the rest home in 'ebruary 1953 in an 
improved condition. 
Follow-up : When c ontacted in February 1954 at 
t he rest, home, the pat i ent "t--fas of a different opinion 
conoerl'lil'l.g the possibilities of A. A. in h i s situa-
tion. At the hosp1 ta1 1 en />.. . A. member a r ranged to 
provide him with part- time work i n a small fac tory . 
This member also conferred with a hospital social 
worker about a heariJ:?..g aid, which was obtained 
through a public agency . The at1ent ~:rca ted that the 
hoapi tal A. A .. group, hi firs.t A. A. contact 1 ha.d 
opened the way to help and oompanio ship that enabled 
him to atop drinking and find enj oyment in living . 
He attends a comm~~ty group regularly . He wished 
to visit hi s brother but was hesitoo1t after being 
out of contact so many years . 1m A. A. friend made 
a. preliminary ,ri sit tmd paved t he way foi ·a reunion. 
CASE F 
The patie· t j.s a thirty- four year ol6., single, 
white, ~ech8nic who ca me to Boston State Ho pital 
after seven years o f intensive drinlting and Nas 
admi ttBcl i n a state of inc:i.pient delit•ium tremens . 
The youngest i n e. family of six children., he 
was the s poiled member. l:Vhen he was ttto years old 
hiB father di ed, l eaving the support of the f amily 
to the m.othel~. He 11 ved <t1 th her until he ent ered 
the ··tavy at e.g twenty ... five . He finished a year 
of high chool and Norked as a :factory mechanic 
eie,:ht yea rs b e fore enter1.ng the serv1 ce . During 
his enllst ent he t.'laa d.eeply affect ed by t he sudden 
death of hie mother . Soon after he was honorably 
dische.rged a d r eturned to live N1th his aunt . 
She complaJ.ned that he was no longer responsible 
and ambit ous as he was before, but that he drank 
heavil y and behaved recklessly. Because of hi 
uneontroll ... d dri!'lking his fiancee left him . 
BOSTON UNIVI:R£1TY 
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He acquired a record of ma11y drunk arrests, and 
for several months prior to his first hospitali zation 
he had been on long drinking spr ees , and had s l ept 
in doorways , and was beginning to have tremors and 
convuls ion£. · In November 1953 he tried t oga him-
self and was taken to Boston St ate Hospit al in a 
state of terror from delirium tremens. At t hat time 
he was described as a chronic alcoholic with acute 
brain symptoms (D. T. ). He did not visit A· A. 
during t his admission and refused out-patient treat -
ment . After recovering from his acute episode and 
bei11g dischar ged , he remained s obe r for a month but 
t ayed at home refusing to work . In December 1953 
he was ousted by his aunt because of his being drunk 
again, and later was a rrest ed for strange behavior 
when h . wandered into a neighbor's house , pr esumably 
by mi stake . Admitted for t he second time at Boston 
St ate Hospital, he was s tudied more thoroughly and 
considered to be suffe~ing from a prolonged anxiety 
reaction incident to hi s return t o civilian life, 
with alcoholis m as part of this reaction. He bowed 
average intelligence and a friendly di sposition when 
relatively at ease. At the invitation of an A. A. 
friend, he sat through two meetings of t he hospit al 
group. After the second meet ing he told a social 
worker that one of the testimonials bore a resemblance 
to his own history i nsofar as it i nvolved an unduly 
prol onged reaction of self-pi ty and resentment 
toward a bereavement. 
Follow- up: · Di scharged t wo weeks l ater, he was 
sponsored by an A. A. worker at a community group 
and from this person received a loan to maintain him 
until he could get a job . Soon after he received 
his first week 's pay he celebrated his good fortune 
by taking the one drink which inevitably leads to 
more . This was hi~ only s lip , however, and he has 
since remained sober. In additi on to the regular 
attendance which he feels is ~ oessary for sobriety, · 
he has undergone therapy at a psychiatric clin1o . 
Re has worked on a regular basis nd at work ha 
practiced the ·~~elfth Step" by ing i th other 
al coholics about A. A. He f eels that without A. A. 
he woul d have continued to drink and would have 
resisted other kinds of he l p . 
The above cases represent the success of the hospital 
A. A. group in reaching alcoholics who are sufficiently intact 
-~-
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emotionally and organically to respond to the A. A. method and 
atmosphere, even t hough other methods may not have torked . 
Combined group appeal and personal interest had a positive 
influence on post-discharge adjustment. 
~he remaining cases sho poor response to A. A. 
as sociated t ith certain deep-seated personality patterns or 
organic deterioration, as discovered in the course of psychia -
tric examination, which limi t t he social perceptions and 
motivations necessary for change. 
CASE G 
This patient is a forty-eight year old, whit e ; 
married , rather- of eight children~ . His is a ease ot 
alcoholic paranoi a,. 
The patient spent his early years 1n a slum 
district of Boston, where he lived with his parents 
and ten siblings . There were four boys and six 
girls, the patient being second oldest. Although 
hi mother, still living, gave an idealized account 
of t heir home life• reliable informants described 
the family as emotionally unstable, impulsive, and 
argumentative . The father was quieter than the 
rest, but nervous. He died in 1948 or he~t disease . 
Despite the aggressive climate of the home, f amily · 
ties were strong, the members coming readily to each 
other's defense. 
After a reputedly normal birth and development 
the patient entered school at five years, f1n1shed 
ninth grade, then went to work in a market for six 
years. Later he worked in a foun~ry. He was sa1d 
to be a hard- working, soc1able person. However, he 
has a record of forty-charges dating from his ntne-
teenth year . These include mostly drunkenness but 
also assault , mali.cious destruction., and non-support. 
His drinking began in the company of fellow workers . 
By 1932 he was arrested. more frequently for 
drunkenness . He was married in 1936, ' and had no 
s erious marital trouble until 1946 when his drinking 
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l'las more pr o1touneed and he became verball y abusive. 
By this t ime t hey had eight children. He developed 
sexual impotence and began to a ccuse his wife of 
perversions e.nd i nfidelity. To prove her unfaith-
fuLness he went to extremes to f ind evidence , and 
finally l eft t o live with his mother. He returned 
often to restore their marriage , but his wife secured 
a separation and then in 1951 had him jailed for 
non- support. As aoo~ as he was released he returned 
to assault her. For this he again went to j ail . 
When he repeated his behavior in 1952 he was co~mitted 
to Boston s tate Hospital for observation. He showed 
delusions , impulsiveness, and sexual conflicts . The 
delusions ~ere centered about his marriage . on t he 
ward he was grandiose, overbearing, overactive , and 
full of comnlaints about his idf'e ' s mistreatment of' 
him. Havi ng a poorly integr at ed personality \"11th 
strong resentments and paranoid projections, he proved 
an unpleasant person to deal with . Two months later 
he was e.llowed on a series of trial vis i t s , but each 
time tias returned drunk, excited, and confused . He 
attended several A• A· meetings at the hoapital, but 
irritated the other s by · his a ttempts to dominate the 
meet ings . By Feb~ary 1953 he had reached a stat e of 
clinical remission so that he could again be released 
on trial visit. 
Follow-up: When interviewed 1n February 19.54, 
the pat ient t ended t o be defensive, t ense, and abrupt • 
but outwardly cooper ative. He said the hospital group 
was h:l.s fi rst A. A. contact, and he experienced at 
the meeting an improved feeling toward himself by 
disooveriY~ that other people had troubles like his; 
sometimes worse. He found that other fellows were 
mistreated by their wives just a s he had been. Now 
he stays away from her and has been able to stay 
sober for three months at a ti.me. He has had three 
fairly steady jobs as a. warehouse worker, with 
several weeks in between jobs. Although not attending 
A. A. meetings, he plans to start his own group s ome 
day. In accordance with trial vi s it regulations he 
reports monthly to the hospital and shows his negative 
traits with l ess intensity. 
CASE H 
The pat ient i s a fifty-eight year old hite, 
s ingle male who has . been in the care of Boston State 
Hospital from 19.51-1953· He was diagnosed as having 
====-==-- -----=-
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alcoholic hallue1nos1s ith chronic alcoholism . 
The patient grew ~P in a mill•tow.n .in Northern 
Ireland where his father worked. Both parents were 
s t aunch Protestants opposed to drinking, and put a 
high premium on proper behavior. When the patient was 
twe~ve his father died of T.B., making it necessary 
for the boy to work to support his mother and t wo 
younger brothers. Hi s mother died when the patient 
was fifty. The patient recalls being afraid and 
angry over having to take on family responsibilit.y. 
At fifteen he entered the British Army. He worked in 
the officers' .mess where with easy access to liquor 
he began to drink. By the time he was discharged in 
1918 his alcoholic habits were quite conspicuous, 
so that he shocked his family. They sent him to 
America, hoping that better opportun1 ties would 
change his habits . Here. he did not work steadily, 
remaining at each job just long enough to earn 
drinking money or until he was fired. Although he 
socialized easily and could make a good initial 
impression on prospective employers , he failed to 
form close friendships or become involved with women. 
His impression of himself throughout his adult life 
has been that of a lonely, misunderstood person 
rejected by his family. 
By 1951 he had been arrested sixty times for 
drunkenness and had served several short sentences 
in jails and at the State Farm. He was sent from jail to Boston State Hospital suffering from 
depression; delusions, and hallucinations. He denied 
his alcoholism, blaming hls troubles on a plot by 
prison officers to poison him. PhysiQally , he was 
t hin mld malnourished, with evidence of some brain 
damage. 
For two years he made a series of trial visits 
under the supervision of a lawyer who took an interest 
in him . The patient showed a reduation of social 
capacity, strong dependency, and poor judgment. On 
eeoh visit he would adjust at a marginal l evel for 
about a month, only to be returned by the police in 
a state of hallucinosis. 
In January 1953 he attended the hospital A. A. 
group three times, for the stated purpose of some-
thing to do. He was not convinced that the program 
1r1ould benefit him, nor was he sure that the speakers 
were really alcoholics. 
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Follow-up: From February 1953 to February 1954 
the patient was on trial visit . During tht time 
he was requi r ed t o report once a mont h to the hospital . 
He had not contacted an out s ide A. A. group but cla i med 
t o be abstinent. m.s work adjustment apparently had 
impr oved, although he had changed jobs t hr-ee times . 
He had been doing fairly well within the limits of a 
weak , deteriorated personality. He was i ndifferent 
t oward -• A., and he declined any discuss i on of his 
drinking . Just before his trial visit time was ended, 
he became drunk and \\l'as sent from court to Boston 
St at e Hospit al . This time he was pronounced sane 
and sent back to court, where he received a jail 
sentence of t hirty days. 
CASE I 
This forty-five year old whit e, married , f ather 
of four children shows signs of alcoholic deterioration. 
Third oldest in a f amily of seven children, he 
spent what was d.escribed as a healthy childhood with-
out neurotic traits. After graduating · from high 
s chool 't<Iith honors, he worked as a furniture sales• 
man until 1940, at age Jl, when he broke his l egs 
in an auto acotdent which killed his father. After 
recovering from thi s , he changed f .rom moderate t o 
heavy drinking , losing several jobs as a result . 
He had been married since 1933 and got a l ong well 
with his wife unt~.l his drinking became worse. He 
worried about sexual impotence, but l ater ascribed 
t hi.s difficulty to her. He managed to hold one job 
f or t wo years , until his behavior required hospitali-
zat i on . At that time he was spending .most of bts pay 
for alcohol and for ext.ravagant gifts to casua l 
acquaint~~oes . vlhen first admitted to a state 
hospital in 1940, he thought he was a police inspector 
being hunted by enemies, including his wi f e . At 
other times he was grandiose and euphor1Q . He 
responded well t o treatment, but was per i odically 
in need of further visits to hospitals, mostly 
Boston St ate Hospital. · 
In March 1953 he eseaped and was brought baok 
i ntoxicated . Examination showed organic brain damage 
evidenced by poor ability to plan., concentrate, and 
form social perceptions . On the ward he was verbose. 
impulsive, and superficially friendly but quickly 
offended. He came to the hos pital A. A. meetings 
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four times, but denied being an alcoholic or any-
thing but a mistreated gentleman. He sometime 
disturbed the meetings. Further treatment ~~as 
advi sed , but the court would neither authorize 
commitment nor rec 1ve him s an offender , so the 
patient left against medical advice . 
Follow-uR: The patient was eagel' to give hi 
story but evasive about negative factors. As of 
February 1954 he had worked regularly, first as a 
shipping clerk, then as a food salesman. He lost 
the shipping job beca.w;~e, as he said, he 'i'.ras too 
ambitious to suit his immediate superior. As for 
his d:r;-inking, he has not stayed sober or attend.~d 
A. A. Recently he spent ten days in j ail but 1s 
not sure that he was really drunk . He was not 
living with h1s wife, explaining vaguely that he 
does not approve of her conduct, but offering no 
explanation of this. 
CASE J 
This 1s a thirty-seven year old salesman. father 
of three children, who was committed by the Court to 
Bos·ton State Hospital for observation. 
This oldest of three sons of a submissive father 
and an e.ggressive, rigidly religious mother, was 
expected to become a priest. He was indulged to 
the extent that he lived up to her expectations. 
which he did until his second year in a seminary 
when he decided that he was not suited to live a 
religious life. His rebellion incurred his mother's 
wrath and p~rmanent rejection, and his subsectuent 
behavior reflected. the strong effects of her attitude. 
He became e. salesman li'ri th e..n advertising agency 
and earned 't'rell despite his tense, self-abasing 
personality. By the time he married at the age of 
twenty-r~ne he had saved enough to begin paying for 
a le~ge house . To help pay for the house the couple 
held dances for the Polish community of which they 
were members. They did \'tell until t he strain of 
overwork caused him to comrnl.t a fj.nenc1al blunder 
which led to the loss of his house. 
This blow to h1s security and prestige was 
followed by recourse to alcohol, which shortly made 
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him susceptible to pathological intoxication--in 
which condition he \'rould s cream out the windo ·, 
smash furniture , an~ have visual hallucinations. 
He had no memory for these attacks, which were 
~ i tness Jd by his wife and the police . However, 
these disturbances were rep~ated over a period of 
years wit out resulting 1.n any care other then that 
given by a general practitioner. The patient refused 
to aeek psychiatric help , but managed to avoid liquor 
for months a t a time. \ith or t'Yithout alcohol, h1 
nervols , hysterical temperament made home life one 
of frequent arguments and frenzied accusations, o 
that hen he got into trouble with the police, the 
social leaders in this well-to-do community pre-
va iled upon him to leave town. He was bankrupt 
at this time. 
From this initial economic and social f ailure he 
has yet to recover financially and emotionally . His 
wife bad him summoned for non-support, and he began 
a pattern of appearances at court with reviews and 
extensions of probation. He derived secondary 
emotional gains through the attention given to h1s 
anxious, epressad, but ambitious behavior, although 
he complained that he :was ashamed and frightened by 
his court experiences.. He kept t ry1;ng to find sales 
1ork, but succeeded only in getting temporary work 
e.nd r efused to take menlal jobs that t\Tould give him 
a chance to live securely until he could regain his 
health e.nd emotional stamina. 
!'n December 19.52 'thtle under arrest for passing 
a bad check during a drinking episodA, he had a 
convulsion and was sent to Boston State HospJ..ta.l . 
At the hospital he proved to be of above-average 
int elligence but of an immature self-punishing 
charact~r type. He was preoccupied with the belief 
that he had to earn one htmdred dollars a week to 
oatisfy his wife, and accused her of being unfaithful . 
and a shoplifter. 'l'h1s was contrary to the knowledge 
of public we!.fare Norkers who ere helping t he famlly. 
His productions were C011S1dered to be par~noid ration-
alizations of hl.s situation, and h was adjudged to 
have tendencies tol'Iard alcoholic paranoi a . He · 
resisted social worlr 1 psycht)therapy, and A. A.; but 
attended two meetings to divert himself from his 
anxieties. When he did allow an A. A. member to help 
find a better apartment for hi family, he began to 
belie e that his wife and the member were having 
illiei t relations together. He l"laS discharged to the 
court in January 1953· 
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Follow- up: The patj.ent was granted more t 1me 
to find work , but resumed periodic drinking , 
neglected his heal th 1 2~1d epicd on his wife. When 
drunk he would telephone or visit his wife to shout, 
swear, and weep . ~everal mo:n·th later he \'fa.S g iven 
the cho.ice of going to jail or going volunt arily 
for out- pati ent treatment at an alcohol clinic . He 
ohose the latter only because he would keep his 
freedo and self-resncot . At the cli nic he refused 
to use A. A. as part- of his treatment but accepted 
the supportive aspects of psyc othe r a py to the 
extent tha t he could ~-rork and stay sober for long 
p riods of t i me. !n tTanuury 1954 he . t.ras brought 
by pollee t o Boston S-~..ate Hospital 1n. a state of 
alcoholic frenzy and del.udons . 
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CHAPTER VI 
FIND DiGS 
From the above ease s t udies the answers to the scheduled 
questions presented in Chapter I are: 
1. For nine of the t en patients s tudied t heir 
1 attendance at the Boston St at e Hospital A. A. group was their 
firs t A. A. experience . 
2 . Si x of the ten patients made contact with A. A. 
groups a:fter leaving the hospital . 
3· Six of t he t en pat ients credit their contact with 
outside A. A. groups to t heir experience with the hospital 
group . 
&. Of t he ten patients • six were abstinent during the 
int erval evaluated in the follow-up study . In t wo of the six 
cases one or t m early relapses occurred before s obriety wa 
established. . 
5. Six patients attended their local A. A. groups 
regularly during the greater part of their post-discharge time 
(at l east t wi ce a month). 
6. Five of the t en patients were i ndividually intro-
duced or sponsored at their loeal groups through hospital A. A. 
act ion. 
7· Six of the ten pat ients attribute t heir sobriety to 
the influence of A. A. 
-----:::.... ---
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8. Six of the ten have been steadily employed . 
9· In four of the ten cases help of a practical natur 
was given by A. A. 
10. Four of the patients were helped in terms of f amily 
relationships by A. A. 
Six out of ten gene.rally, or about 60 per o nt of t he 
cas s show in common the following community adjustment 
characteristics through A. A. help initiated by experienee a.t 
the hospital A. A. meet ings : contact with A. A. local groups,; 
consistent sobriety; regular A. A. attendance a f ter di eharge; 
ability to work steadil y . 
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CHAPTER VII 
StJmtT.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this study the oontribQtion of the Alcoholics 
Anonymous group at Boston State Hospital 1n the rehabilitation 
of patients admitted with alcoholism was investigated in terms 
of its leading these patients to contact A. A. groups upon 
their return to the community and of its influence upon their 
subsequent adjustment as seen nine to twelve months after 
discharge. 
Sixty per cent of the patients studied responded 
favorably to the A. A. program introduced to them at the 
hospit al . The rest made a precarious adjustment and were 
generally not amenable to the A • . A. program. 
The relatively smaller proportion of practical and 
social services performed under A. A. auspices is no doubt due 
to the fact that where the need exists , these services are 
routinely rendered by starr social workers . 
Ju.st as the early chapters were i ntended to give back-
ground and perspective to t he problems of alcoholism met at 
the hospital ; so the eases presented in Chapter V ere 
organized so as to set the follow- up results 1n their 
personal-history contexts. \fost of the eases were in advanced 
stages of alcoholism as described in Chapter II. The results 
of A. A. work with these cases are broadly consistent 1th 
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t hose obtained by other state hospital groups as reported in 
Chapter III (p. 39). the sixty per cent success or the Boston 
State Hospital group falling between the 54 per cent results 
. with the most socially deteriorated population and th 80 per 
cent rate reported for higher sooio- eoonomic samples . Since 
Boston State Hospital handles a more representative population 
the in-between percentage is not a surprising result. 
The results o.f the efforts of the Boston State Hospital 
A. A. group tend to favor its continuance as a treatment 
re ource ot the hospital. It has proved influential 1n 
guiding alcoholic patients toward A. A. membership .in outside 
groups, and has played a v1 tal part in their rehabil1 tat ion. 
Sobriety, better social and work adjustments , and renewed 
personal courage have followed initiation to the A. A. way of 
life. As a tl'eatment resource its methods and p.osaibil1t1es 
should be made knmm in a systematic way to doctors, social 
workers and other staff specialists in order that referrals 
and co-ordination of effo.rts ean be brought about 1n the most 
effect! ve t'lay . 
Appn~ ~ . ~/ /) 
1 ~1r.<:a~ 
Rich3rd K. Conant 
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APPENDIX I 
1. was the pat ient ' s attendance at the ho pital A. A. meeting 
hi fir. t e::rperience in an A. A. group? 
2 . Did th patient attend c mmtU'lity A. A. meet ings a ft r 
l eaving £eaton Ltate Hospi t al? 
J. Does the patient a.ttl .. i but.e his a t tending an outside group 
to h1s eJ=:perience with t he hospital group'? 
4 . as the patient beex.t. abst inent s i n c e leaving tbe }losp1ta.l? 
5· Has the pat lent been a frequent attendant a t A. A. meeting 
1 '!;he community? (At least an average o:f t ice a month .) ' 
6 . Did an A. A. mem·ber invite or bring the patient to an 
outsj.dt .. g r oup•? 
7· Does the patient attribute lus sobriety (if he has been 
s ober) t t 1 . influence of A. A. ? 
8 . 
I 9 • 
10 . 
Bas the patient been regularly employed? 
Wa.s ~ny mate1 .. iel or practi cal aid given through A. A.? 
id ~ . A. contact the patient• s relatives or friends in 
his behalf? 
il 
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